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-                                        ABSTRACT

Experiments on ion bursts with a step function excitation of

a grid are investigated theoretically.  After the description of

particle distributions and potentials in the sheath rekion, the

ideal response of a probe located at a distance from the grid is

calculated. It is shown how the declining part of the response

function depends on the sheath characteristics. It is estimated that

it should not be impossible to measure directly the far field of test

particles in the initial part of the response function.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

Experiments on pseudo waves or ion bursts have recently

received. considerable attention (ALEXEFF et al. (1968), LONNGREN

et al.(1967), TAYLOR and MACKENZIE (1968)). ALEXEFF et al. have

observed simultaneously ion sound waves and pseudo waves when a grid

was excited by sine wave trains.  TAYLOR and MACKENZIE have excited

pseudo waves by applying a voltage step function to a grid.  This

kind of excitation is perhaps the one most easily investigated

theoretically.

Because ion bursts originate in the sheath region, information

on the sheath might be obtained by studying ion bursts far away from

the   sheath.       On the other  hand,    the ion burst traverses the plasma  by

which the burst is modified. So, also plasma properties could possibly

be studied by means of pseudowaves. The investigation of these two

possibilities is the purpose of this paper.

We consider a collisionless plasma only which is a good.

approximation to many experiments in question.  At first, we have

to study the sheath region which develops if a biased grid is

:·:.f;  simmersed into a plasma. This can most easily be done by assuming

: firstly an ideal grid, i.e., a grid that does not draw current,

irrespective of the voltage applied to it; and secondly, a step
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voltage excitation.  Due to the first assumption, the plasma displays

no drift motion outside the sheath region and we may work with a

Maxwellian plasma  for  both,    ions and electrons.      Due  to the second

assumption, the initial condition of the ion burst follows from the

time indeBendent Vlasov equation. If the voltage is suddenly removed

from the grid, the particles in the sheath region have a certain

velocity distribution, which is known.  We can then solve the time

dependent Vlasov equat ion and concentrate on those terms which

represent the free streaming particles.

..
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II. SE SHEATH

When a plane, negatively-biased grid of thin, crossed wires

is immersed into a collisionless unmagnetized plasma, the ions are

accelerated in the sheath region.  Let the ion temperature be *Ti = 0i

and the electron temperature be ATe =  e.  The steady state is then

described by the time independent Vlasov equation for both particle

species.

Bf. Bf.
1, e  T    e       afe       1, e  =  A

vax    m.    ax   av    v
.  (1)

1, e

The solution for the electrons, which are repelled from the sheath

region is given by:

n

fe = /2·i-10e</me  exp[-(  mv2 - ecp(x))/ee]   0                  (2)

and the density follows as  Ne(x) = no exp[e(PCX)/Gel .

For the ions we obtain in a similar manner:
)

-

=1
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2n         00

ni (x) = f fi dv
= 0   .f  exp[(-  miv2 + e9(x))/ei] dv .

/2·rrei/mi v .min

We have added a factor of two before the integral because we integrate

over positive velocities only. The lower boundary of the integral,

v .  is so far undetermined. If we put v.  =O,w e have thermo-min min

dynamic equilibrium or, in other words, trapped ions in the sheath

region.  However, we have assumed our plasma to be collisionless, so

the production rate of trapped particles due to collisions will be

very low. Those particles which are trapped will oscillate rapidly

in the sheath region.  Eventually, even when the grid is almost ideal,

the trapped ions will hit the wire and. will be neutralized or absorbed.

Thus, a steady state without trapped particles will rapidly develop

and we have to choose

1/2
vmin = (-2epo/mi) '

The ion density can then be written as:

ni = 8( cp)   -/32 f /€ - em(x)  exp(-E/ei) d  .                  (3)
1o

If we insert the results (1) and (2) into Poisson's equation,

we obtain:
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    eap  =  -4Tr  2  n     -8-  4  .                                                                                               (4)o Be,

where

00

*(ecp) = -2//7Tei- j'/€ - ep(x) exp(-E/ei) d€ - Ge exp(ecp/ee)+C .
0

It is easily seen that $(eg) is a convex function of ep.  From the

well known analogy of Eq. (4) with the 6quation of motion of a

particle  in a potential  well,   we can immediately  conclude  that  the

spacial dependence of the potential in the sheath must be a monotone

decreasing function of the distance fram the grid..  Equation (4) can

be integrated. Taking into account that 89/ax = 0 when cp = 0, we

obtain

  [e(p(x)] = [8·rre2no(-111(ecp(x))- (Gi +  e))11/2               (5)

Some limiting cases are of interest now:  We consider first

the case -ecp/0  << 1. This condition applies to the outer rim of

the sheath, where most of the potential has already been screened

,Out. It describes the transition to the unperturbed plasma.

Integrating Eq. (5) gives

-eq)(x)/ei = [ (-e.90/ei)1/4 - 0.307 x/X d]4                   (6)
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where cp is the potential applied to the grid. The remarkable feature

is   that   (p  vani shes   at a finite distance, contrary   to the familiar

exponential result.

If only a small potential is applied to the grid, satisfying

above inequality, the dimension of the sheath is given by

\1/4L = ADi 3.27 (-emo/ei'                                   (7)

where       k            =    (ei/Mapi2 )
1/2 is the ion Debye length.

Di

The experimentally interesting case is characterized by the

inequality
..

(-ecp/Gi)1/2 >> 1  .                                     (8)

In this limit, we obtain the asymtotic formula

-ef(x)/ei  =   (-epo/Gi)3/4  -         3        x14/3
2„1/4 KZJ      (9)

The dimension of the sheath is consequently given by

L = 0.84 k    (-ef/ei)3/4 0 (10)Di

This is Langmuir's sheath formula (See CHEN (1965)).  Eq. (9) becomes

invalid when x is close to L, because then inequality (8) is no longer
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satisfied. However, this affects only a very small part of the

sheath, such that Eq. (10) is a valid expression.

Let us assume as typical values for an ion burst experiment:

electron temperature 1 eV, ion temperature 1/20 eV, applied poten-

tial ecp  = 100 eV, ion species: Xenon (atomic mass 131), density:
8   -3n  = 10  cm

0                                                        -·

With these values, one obtains for the electron.Debye length.

X   = 0.07 cm and the sheath dimension L = 0.42 am = 61 5 X     ItDe                                                       '   De

follows that the grid may be quite coarse, and yet have good screening

properties.

.  With above data, we obtain the following values, which we list

for future reference:  Number of particles in a Debye spherd

N  =  4 rr/3  nx13  =  1.43  x 105, thermal velocity of electrons

v e=6 x 107 cm/sec. Velocity of accelerated  ions:    V=  1- 38  x  105

cm/sec, The electron self-collision time turns out to be:
.

tc = 1.9 x 10-4 sec (SPITZER (1956)).  The electron plasma can still

be regarded as collisionless.  For any numerical estimate, we will

refer to this set of parameters.
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III. THE ION BURST

When the bias of the grid is removed at t = 0, the perturbed

distribution function in the sheath region may be taken as the

initial value for a solution of the Vlasov equation. Confining

ourselves to a linear solution, we neglect some nonlinear effects

close to the sheath region, because the disturbed distribution is

not small compared to the background distribution.  But, as the ions

travel along, they spread in phase space, because they have different

initial velocities in different locations in the sheath. Thbir

density decreases and eventually the linear theory becomes applicable.

Experimentally this means that we have to observe the ion burst at

some distance from the grid.

We may immediately write down the well known result of the

linear theory (see MONTGOMERY and. TIDMAN  (1962))

4uen f(i) (t = O) - f(e) (t = O). To l r
-Vsk  =  E k   = £ dfvik D(LP) J P + ik, v

(11)

where k is the unit vector.of k.  Ek(P) is the Fourier transform in

space and Laplace transform in time of the electric field E(x, t):
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+00 3 +ioo
d'kE(bt)  =  -79(x,t)   =   3 exp(ik, x)  ,f    - - exp(pt)Ek(P). (12)2·ni-00 .(2TT) -ioo

The plasma dispersion function is given by

2 . i 2.i
wpi     r k. BFo/av     z        w           k· BFo/av     3

D(k, P) =1+- 1 - d v +  Pe r dfv (13)ik J p+ik·v ik  J  P+ik·v--         --

where Fi' e  are the normalized homogeneous distribution functions  for

ions and electrons, respectively.  Evaluation of the integrals gives

the desired potential distribution around the group of ions traver-

sing the plasma.

It is convenient to write

f (b x,t=0)  =  g(b v)  =  .fd.5-dli y(Ly)6(x-1)6(I-IL) (14)

and to compute   9(2, t)   for

f1
(i)    =   6(x   -   I) 6(v   - ID (15)

only.  This is the Green's function of the problem, and the actual

solution is obtained from it by an integration.

We assume that the velocity of the ions vi in the sheath is

much larger than the phase velocity V  of the
ion acoustic wave.  This
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is the case in many experiments and serves to keep the two phenomena

spacially separated.  With the initial distribution Eq. (15), the

potential in Eq. (11) can be written as

d3k
9 (bt;  5, 3)  =.4·neno  J·-2        3'exp[-ilt··(x-1-11 t)]  D(k,   -ik. 110)-1   .

k (2TT)

(16)

In Eq. (16) we have omitted contributions from the inverse Laplace

transform resulting from zeros of D (15 p) which represent various ion

acoustic and plasma waves, which are of no interest to us.  Eq. (16)

is the potential of a  est particle starting from E= & with velocity

n  at t=0 (compare THOMPSON (1962)). We defer an evaluation of the .
'0

integrals of Eq. (16) until later and anticipate only, that the test

particle potential can be written as

(PT(x,t;  621) = exp(-kDr)/r  +  X(Z,t;  L 3) . .   (17)

x is the position of the particle at time t, 5, and 3 are. the initial

position and velocity at time zero, r=I x-5. - .Et|is the distance

from the test particle at time t. The first term on the right side

of  Eq. (17) represents die Debye screening  and X contains  all  the

rest.  X vanishes if the test charge is at rest. Because the first

term is symmetric, all particle-particle and wave-wave interactions
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are contained in the second term.  COOPER (1969) has recently cal-

culated the second  term  in  Eq.   (17)  for  the  case  of  a  slow  test

charge in an electron plasma.

When an ideal probe is inserted a distance x  from the grid

(compare Fig. 1) it should pick up a voltage signal very similar

to the signal in Fig. 2b of ALEXEFF et al. (1968).  The schematic

form of the resulting voltage trace is shown in Fig. 2 by the line

acde.

When the probe is replaced by an ideal particle detector,

we should observe a similar curve, however, cammencing later in time

and then rising faster than the voltage response function.  We

expect a line abcde.  The difference between ac and ab reprdsents

the potential which forms ahead of the ion burst. It· is a super-

position of the long range test particles potentials contained in the

x   t erm    o f   Eq.      ( 17  ). *

We consider now the superposition of the test particle

potential, by integrating over all particles:

9(b   t)  =  q  .fdlj,d ng(5, 3)  CPT(x, t;  5, ll)

Note  that  g   (6 11)  , the distribution function of accelerated  ions  for

t=0, vanishes everywhere, except in the sheath.  Neglecting the small

thermal spread (the ions are usually quite cool) we can write:

 (5, 1) = ni (1) 6 (xm( f )-3).  The ion density ni(5.) is given by:
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ni(5.) = no(20i/N M)1/2    1/vm'(6)   .

th,2It has been assumed that qVo >> 2  M(vi ) , where VQ is the applied
th

grid potential and vi  the thermal ion velocity.

Taking into account only the first term on the right hand

side  of  Eq. (17), which represents the Debye screening, we obtain:

9(x, t) =q j'dgpII  ni(g) 6  (v m(1&)-Il) exp[-kd I x-I- lib 1]

0    [x  -1  -  W ]-1   .

The integration over n can immediately be carried out to give:

9(x, t) = qj'di ni (5) exp[-kd I i i-f- .tvm (g) |j o l x- .g- 1 1(1&)1 -1 .

This integral can be evaldated if we consider that

lim kd2 exp(-kdr)/4nr = 6(E)
k -+00

0

kd is not infinite in our case, but of the order of 15 cm-1.  This

is much larger than the typical inverse length which characterizes

ni(1), so that the approximation is justified.  We thus obtain
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dvm(&)         -19(xo, t) = q(2/Tr)1/2  no(ei/M)1/2 (vm(&))-lk 2 1+t
df

(18)

g has to be taken such that x=g + tv (9).  This simply means that0

the particles which arrive at the probe located at x  after time t

started.  at   t   =   0 from location   g with velocity  v  (g) . A glance   at

Fig. 1 indicates that in general, two different values g satisfy

the condition, characterizing particles originating immediately

before and behind  the grid. It can easily be arranged experimentally

that

 dvm(1)  >> 1
df

so that the one in the denominator of Eq. (18) can be neglected.  We

'·", : ·    also have conservation of energy in the sheath region:  qV(f) +

21 M Vm(f)2 - 0. Differentiating this relation, we can finally

rewrite Eq. (18) as

9(x, t) = (20i/TT M) 1/2   n
k-2 1

1

(19)o      d.      t|E (9) | |     xo  .=   g   +   tvm(Q)

g has again to be chosen so that x  = 1+tv (g).  E(g) is the electric

field for t =0 in the sheath at f.

We see that the particle contributes to the potential at x , is

inversely proportional to thb electric field E, which it experienced
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at  t = 0. The singularity  for  E = O   is  only an apparent one because

we have assumed large electric fields in deriving Eq. (19).  So

Eq. (19) holds only for the initial part acd of the response curve

in Fig. 2, and this is all we are interested in.  The damping with

1
t-  is a purely kinematic effect.

In order to obtain the voltage response of a probe as a

function of time from Eq. (19), we observe that the potential in the

sheath can be described as V = V (1 - g/L)V, at least for small g.

For  v = 4/3, we recover the Langmuir sheath potential.  In this case,

the sheath thickness is given by Eq. (10).  Using the conservation

of energy, we can write for the ion velocity in the sheath:

vm(g  = xo/t = (-2qVo/M) (1 - g/L)
v   12

x  is the distance from grid to probe.

Expressing the potential at x  in terms of x  and t, we find:0

v   n L
tl-2/v9(xo, t) = (2Mei/M)1/2 (-2qVO/M)-1+1/    · O

k2 v  x 2-2/v  ;
0 0

for t > xo/(v )m max

(p(xo, t) = 0; for t < xo/(vm)max ' (20)
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For the case of a Langmuir potential,  v = 4/3 and we obtain

-1/20(t)   - t (21)

We recall that in computing Eq. (20) we have replaced the

Debye screening factor by a delta function.  Thus, 9 in Eq. (20)

is actually proportional to the charge distribution as it passes

by the tip of the probe.

Equation (21) describes the decay of the signaI as displayed

in Fig. 2b of LONNGREN et.al. (1967).  As we have amitted any

additional damping like Landau and collisional damping, the influence

of non-ideal geometry, the observed damping should be somewhat faster

-1/2
than t   ·.  The response function Eq. (20), which is drawn in Fig. 2

by the line abcde has an infinite slope at b. This is due to the

substitution of the delta function far the Debye screening term. If

one did the calculation correctly, the spatial potential should rise

not infinitely steep but over a Debye length or two. This corresponds

to a blurring of the curve in Fig. 2 in the region b-c by an amount

At=k /v
With Ad  = 7.10-1 cm and vion = 7.105 cm/sec, we findd'    ion '

-1
at = 10 Bsec. An inspection of Fig. 2b of ALEXEFF et al.  (1968)

shows that the rise time fram zero to the maximum is definitely

longer, namely about 8.10-1 Bsec.  Although the experimental

conditions do not quite correspond to the case treated here, it may
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be speculated that the slower rise time is due to that part of the

test particle potential which is not due to the Debye screening.

Or  in other words,  it  may be  due  to the expression  X  in  Eq.   (17),

which we study now in more detail.

..

\
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IV.  THE FAR FIELD TEST PARTICLE POTENTIAL

The evaluation of the integrals constituting the test particle

potential (16) in the general case is quite involved, even if only an

electron distribution is considered.  MONTGOMERY et al. (1968) have

shown for an electron plasma that for a moving test particle, the far

field is not exponentially decreasing as in Debye screening, but

rather exhibits a'quadrupole field in lowest significant order.

Recently, COOPER (1969) derived an expression for the quadrupole

field if the test particle velocity is amall compared to the thermal

electron velocity. This condition is also satisfied in ion burst

experiments.  We should, however, also take into account the ion

distribution function. This complicates the mathematics because an

additional resonance in D(k, p).appears, corresponding to the excita-

tion of ion waves.  But because of the large ion mass, this effect

should be quite small and we neglect it.

COOPER'S formula for the far field reads

*(bt;5'11)  =  24/ee7m kD2)  (Tvr3) [/F/TT COS  0  +  1//5-7m-  (1-3  )

(1-3 cos2 0)]

where cos 0=2·N. The geometry which we want to consider is shown

in Fig. 3.  A particle cloud having a density n  is moving through
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the plasma filling a disk between r and r from the probe.min max

The potential due to the quadrupole fields is obtained by. integrating

over the cloud which results in

r
max   , ,

cpprobe - (2TT/kd2) (n//57m y'.1..    .Etisi dx, (23)

min

When   |r       -  r  .  )/r  .    |   <  1,  this is of order of magnitudemax min min

'P               -  2TT  X02     ·11 /6   Ar/rmin     '                        ·                                               (24)probe

where Ar =r -r. . To estimate the 6rder of magnitude of themax min

potential (24), we compare it with the potential which is seen by an

ideal probe when immersed into a Debye screened charge distribution

with constant charge density po.

Such a probe sees a potential

9 =   po exp(-r/ko)/r dV = (pnk (12 po . (25)

When Ar/r is of order one the far field potential is smaller by a

factor 11//ee75 which however, may be fairly large, 1/10 to 1/3 say.

Thus, it is not completely out of question, ·that the test particle

potential can be measured.  A disadvantage is that probes are usually
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biased to increase their sensitivity which depletes the plasma of

electrons and which may be detrimental to the observation of the

test particle potentials.

So far, we have assumed that the test particles move with a

constant velocity.  The ions see, however, an electric field·which is

due to the dragging electron cloud and which tends to slow them down.

We estimate the order of magnitude of this effect.

The force on a test particle is given by the "frictional

force:

2
TI

F =  20 2/Gem
lnA . (26)

A is of the order of the inverse plasma parameter.  The force (26)

acts on a particle during the time t = x /9 and the displacement

Ax from .its unperturbed path of flight at time t is

«  -      IM2    -   sAN     l·,    i %2  1  1,

Using the experimental values quoted earlier this amounts to

Ax - 10-4 k & This shows that the effect is completely negligible.
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V.  CONCLUSIONS AND EXFERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

When a group of fast ions originating from a grid traverses

in a plasma and sweeps by an ideal probe, the potential recorded

has the form as depicted in Fig. 2.  The latter part, cde, of the

potential trace is determined by the form of the potential around

,-1/2the grid.  For a Langmuir sheath, it decays like 9-a

The onset a-c of the potential may be influenced by the far

field part of the test particle potential of the fast ions, which

precedes the ions by 10 and more Debye lengths. An estimate shows

that it·might be observable: The following features could improve

the experimental investigations beyond existing experiments:

The grid should be excited by a step function such that the

grid is biased negatively for t<0 and on floating potential for

t > 0. The step function seems to be most easily amenable to a

theoretical analysis.

In practice, it is not possible to change the bias of a grid

instantaneously.  The ions in the sheath region do not keep the

velocity they had at t=0, but are decelerated to some extent. This

,can .be taken into account by considering an effective velocity

distribution of the ions at t = 0.  This effective distribution and

an infinitely fast potential change is equivalent to the real
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distribution and a potential change in finite time.  The main dif-

ference of the two distributions is that the peak of the effective

distFibution is at a lower potential.

When the applied grid voltage is large (typically 50 - 100

Volts) the plasma might be affedted by  it and. might be driven

unstable. This can be avoided by using a triple grid. The two

outer grids are kept at floating potential, whereas, the middle grid

is biased. The plasma is then shielded. from the large potential.

In addition, a triple grid keeps the area where the ions are acceler-

ated much smaller than a single grid.. The mesh size of the outer

grids should be amaller than the Debye length, which is of the order

of a millimeter.                                            -

Simultaneously, with the ion burst, an ion acoustic wave

signal is launched. Both signals should be well separated at the

location of the probe in order to analyze them separately. This is

accomplished by making the particle velocity much larger than the

phase velocity and keeping a long distance between grid and probe.

A voltage d.etector and a particle detector should be used

in·the same experiment.  We expect that the voltage detector will

measure a curve similar to acde in Fig. 2, whereas, the particle

detector will measure a curve similar to acde.  A suitable particle

detector has recently been described by IKEZI and TAYLOR  (1969).

Such an experiment should yield valuable information on the effective

range of the far field as well as on the nature of the sheath under   i

different conditions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure  1.  Schematic indication of the location of accelerated ions

in phase space. For  t = 0,   ions are located  along  the  line

abc, within the sheath region; for t>0 they travel along

straight line trajectories and are found along adc, for

instance.  The dotted line repre sents particles, which go

to the left.

Figure 2. Schematic plot of a typical probe potential, as the ions

burst sweeps by the probe tip.  The part bed isdue to

the space charge of the particles. The long range test

particle potential forms ahead of the ions, corresponding

to the part ac of the curve.

Figure  3.  Schematic plot of a cloud of ions approaching a probe.

The ions are located between r and r. .  The quadru-max min

pole part of the test particle potential reaches beyond

the ion cloud.

-
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